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The fast and slow fading of radio signal transmissions or laser beam itself and its spare light confirm the presence of two kinds of collisions --- electron-photon and photon-photon collision. Photon transmissions of radio signals are either consecutive dense photon groups in slow fading process or widespread group pattern in fast fading form. The photon transmission shapes are irregular and dynamical changes. The radio frequency shift and the wavelength reduction by the calculation demonstrate decelerations of radio/light transmission speeds due to the gradual reduced distance between two consecutive photon groups along the transmission pathway. Photons from radio signals are able to affect electron movements in radio signal receiving process and electrons able to kick photons into space during radio signal emission. The pattern of free electron movement under the influence of local electromagnetic force in antenna is consistent with the randomly dynamic changes of radio signal in space. The fast fading is due to the collision of consecutive photon groups of signals in slow fading with free photons in space. The shape changes of radio signal peaks suggest photons able to remain in transmission photon groups after photon-photon collision, leading to deceleration transmissions in slow fading. The mathematical equation for the relationship between light/radio transmission speeds before and after photons collisions is established. The equation is confirmed by the calculations of well-known difference of light transmission speeds in different media. The gravities from Earth and Sun play little role during light/radio transmission.
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Introduction

Einstein’s “invariable light speed” was based solely on his visual perception without any effective physical basis. Since the human visual perception of the motion is only 40 milliseconds (ms) for continuous frame (e.g. movies using film strip) [1, 2, 3, 4], it was impossible for Einstein to detect any motion changes beyond the human limitation (e.g. changes within 10^-9 second). In addition, mechanical time recording devices of a century ago were only in the sensitive range of hundred ms (the limitation of mainsprings) [5]. Therefore people in 100 years ago were unable to see or measure changes in light speed by the naked eyes or devices. Einstein’s major error in 1905 was the ignorance of limitations of human eyes [1, 2]. The agreement about the speed of light signal for all the observers in the relative motion is not meaningful if there is no way to tell the difference of light speed changes.

Einstein derived his formula, $E = mc^2$, based upon two postulates: “1) the laws of physics are invariant in all inertial systems; 2) the speed of light in a vacuum is the same for all observers, regardless of the motion of the light source” [1, 2]. The second point, the speed of light, did not have an effective basis in physics, as described in the previous paragraph.

In Special Relativity (Einstein’s postulation, 1905), “light in vacuum propagates with the speed $c$ (a fixed constant, independent of direction) in at least one system of inertial coordinates (the "stationary system"), regardless of the state of motion of the light source.” The relative velocities are also constant [2]. Because of the constant velocity relative to the speed $c$ in stationary system, Doppler Effect has Einsteinian and Newtonian Equation based on imaginary thinking, the propagation of light/radio signal as a circular shape. The two Doppler equations separately present two different single frequency shift values from the speed $c$ of the stationary system [6]. The single speed relative to speed $c$ in stationary system logically, correctly has the single frequency shift value! However neither speed $c$ of stationary system nor relative velocity has any effective measurement report except those devices by using imaginary technology (e.g. constructive or destructive interference) [17, 18, 19]. Doppler Effect is contradictory to modern radio signal observation (discussed in Method Section). The acceleration of Lorentz transformation in 4-dimension spacetime in relativistic theory does not exist because no global radio frequency shift pattern (i.e. the same standard cell phone services in the world) has been found consistently to any spacetime-associated movement [9]. Therefore the radio communication data overturns the imaginary prediction of Special Relativity.

The measurement of average light speed has been attempted for many times, including $2.2 \times 10^8$ m/s (meter/second) by Ole Rømer (1676, Denmark) [13], $3.01 \times 10^8$ m/s by James Bradley (1728, England) [14], $3.15 \times 10^8$ m/s (laser beam) by Hippolyte Fizeau (1849, French) [15] and so on. The variation of speed values could be inaccurate measurement, but are contradictory to Einstein’s theory, invariable light speed [1, 2, 12].

There are many models for radio/light transmission. Regardless of which model it is, the critical mistake is without any effective mechanism of deceleration of photon transmission in space. That is contradictory to radio signal frequency shift data. Here are the discussions for those models.

Significance: The distance between two consecutive photon groups is gradually reduced along the transmission path, indicating a deceleration process of radio signal. The deceleration in radio signal transmission is due to photon-photon collision. Electron-photon and photon-photon collision separately play the role in slow and fast fading process respectively in radio signal transmission. The shape of photon transmission is dynamically, irregularly changed with the time.
Wave model of radio/light transmission mistakes the behavior of electrons and photons purely in term of electron wave functions [23, 24]. The electron waves for CD disk reading by Wave Model is actually from electronic oscillator because the frequency of electron waves in circuit is different from that of laser, thus the postulation is excluded.

Particle only model for light transmission got its evidence from the diffraction of x-rays by a crystal [25]. However the approach of optic methods in principal is the same as that used in particle-wave dualism model. The optic approaches have no way to observe frequency shifts in radio/light transmission, thus there is no evidence to support the postulation of the particle-wave dualism. The issues will be proved in Method.

Another difference between Collision Mechanism and Quantum is the issue of the source of photons. In Quantum, the emission of photon is postulated due to the release of photons from electrons during the energy level change (electron transition) [26, 27]. The hypothesis is based on the spectrum of visible light or slightly beyond the visible light range, which is generated by a tube that is filled with hydrogen gas and applied with high voltage of electricity [28, 29] (see explanation in Discussion). The absence of the measurement of the Distance between Electron and Nucleus (DEN) in the hypothesis leads to un-evident postulation and the worthless correlation of the wavelength of hydrogen light spectrum to DEN. In this report, it is for the first time to have a mechanism with accurate frequency measurements of photons and electrons, resulting in a conclusion of that the collision of electrons with photons are the only choice for the light emission.

Methods
Solution for Wavelength Issue and the deceleration of photon transmission: Figure 1 was plotted in order to compare Einstein’s water wave with the modern radio transmission signal frequency shift data [7, 8, 22]. Based on Einstein’s theory, invariable light speed in a water wave transmission model is plotted on the upper left side. The photon wave speeds are \( \nu_p = \lambda_c = \nu_d = \nu_e = \nu_v \). There are no distance changes between consecutive photon groups because of invariable light speed. Therefore there are no signal fading, and no frequency shift if Doppler Effect is not present (the issue will be discussed in later section). Theories of the model support \( E = mc^2 \) and Ultra-relativistic particles \( E^2 = m^2c^4 + p^2c^2 \) [1, 2, 30]. According to radio communication data [7, 8, 22], the continuous shift from low to high radio frequency is depicted on the right side of Figure 1. However the argument is if the changes of radio signal periods (measured in seconds) from the real data can represent its wavelength changes (physical distance between photon groups). The answer will be proved in Calculation Section. The physical distance changes between two consecutive photon groups indicate speed difference of the two photon groups, thus the speeds of entire photon groups along its transmission path are different from another, indicating that invariable light speed is overturned. Because accelerations of light/radio transmission in space are contradictory to the observation of diminished flashlight or radio signal fading along their transmission paths, the deceleration is the only choice for the light/radio transmission in space.

Figure 1 Legend. The Comparison of Einstein’s theory with Radio Communication Data in Collision Mechanism

The picture on the left represents Einstein’s theory. The radio signal ray on the right side is plotted from slow fading radio frequency shift data (see Figure 9 for fast fading data) [22]. The wavelength changes is verified for both fast and slow fading in Calculation Section. The ray like radio signal transmission will be proved in next a few sections. The photon’s speeds are \( \nu_p > \nu_d > \nu_c > \nu_e \). The radio signal is normal since the coherence time > symbol time period (in the early phase of the deceleration). From e to f, the radio signal is fading and coherence time < symbol time period (in the late phase of the deceleration). Due to out of symbol time, the failure reason of the electronic receiving device is given in the table. The data confirm the result of the reduction of wavelength changes.

The presence of free photons in spaces: Free moving photons are present on the surface of the earth since the sunlight is, at least, one of photon sources. Additional evidence is that a well-established example is from medical hard x-ray machines. The increase of frequency (demonstration in Calculation section) decreases the measurable intensity of x-rays [31]. The highest photon output requires certain wavelength, but is not the shortest one [31]. The data suggest a limited photon output because of the exhausted photon supply in a confined electron moving space, thus supporting the presence of photon density.

No circular wave-like propagation in radio transmission and No waves with diffuse power in space (TWDP): The first evidence against the presence of “wave” in photon transmission is from solar eclipse picture (Figure 2a). Similar interactions to hydrophobic or hydrophilic forces between molecules for periodic table elements (Figure 2b) are not the cases for photons. There are no scientific basis for wave formation otherwise the distinguishable light rays would have not been observed in Figure 2a. The imagination for wave-like signals for slow fading
might come from the thinking of synchronized photon groups’ emission from antenna. However, the observation of line-of-sight signal loss in free space is against your wave-like thinking and leads to no similarity of wave like transmission pattern [34]. It is the signal rays to transmit photon groups to far distance.

The second evidence is that the major technology in photonic methods including grating equation, the cavity resonance (or resonator), and so on is the constructive or destructive interference (Figure 3b) as its the critical data (interferogram), which is used as an evidence of “wave” [9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19]. The interferogram is alternative color changes and is postulated as the frequency phase changes in Figure 3b --- “the constructive interference could shift to destructive one, and vice versa”. However human eyes are not able to pick up photon group “1 and 3” or “2 and 4” as electronic devices do in Figure 3a, thus the final illusion for human eye at focus point of the intersection of two laser beams is to pick photon group 1, 2, 3, and 4. The mirrors in entire optic systems for con/destructive interference do not have the capability dynamically to shift laser frequency phase back and forth to form alternative color changes in interferogram. Therefore the interferogram is not an effective postulation. There is no support for “wave” in photon transmission (Figure 3a) [22]. The illusion like photon group 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 3a can only give single solid color, but not alternative color changes due to phase shift [17, 18, 19]. Therefore the frequency of control laser beam is different from the sample one due to the different transmission path, leading to artificial illusion of alternative color changes as in Figure 3c. There is no data to show the similarity of control frequency that from sample. Any calculation based on wavelength from control and sample laser beam are not effective.

In addition to application of interferogram, the wavelength calculation by the grating equation (light traveling distance d (sinθ₁c) = mλ, λ is wavelength) in photonic method has no physical demonstration for factor m to represent something equivalent to the number of wavelength in the distance d (sinθ₁c). The calculation is ineffective.

The third evidence against “wave” is from statistic result of slow fading postulation --- “two waves with diffuse power (TWDP), leading to frequency shift in space” [38]. The major interference between human made radio signals has not been observed in space. Radio signals are not disturbed by one another unless frequencies are close enough to each other [41]. The disturbance happens at the physical layer of devices, but has no evidence that occurs in space [20, 41]. Although the devices can emit standard radio signals, signals are different from one another due to different circuit and components [45, 46,]. The bits’ transmissions of radio signals in space do have occasional errors, e.g. detected by checksum, but errors with the possibility either in space or at antenna level are minor and at individual bit levels. It does not support TWDP postulation [47]. The “line of sight” radio signal loss in free space of slow fading indicates that it is signal ray like transmission, but not wave form [21, 34, 42].

Dynamic changes of radio signal transmission in random pattern and Multiple frequency shifts without Doppler Effect: The statistic observations of slow and fast fading give a clue that photon groups transmit in different paths because the intensity of signals are dynamically, randomly up and down in fading pattern (Figure 4) [38]. Fast fading is within a period in
microsecond range [7, 8], indicating that photon transmission in fast fading path only is momentarily present [7, 8]. The samples of 6 GHz signal frequency shifts in slow fading are momentarily 5 Hz at high attenuation or 0.0033 Hz in other time [42] and signals can even have free space loss [21, 34], which is subject to changes with multiple factors of weather, time, and geometrical difference and consistent with the statistical intensity observation [22, 42]. Both frequency shift data and statistic observation point to the same conclusion --- that the transmission path and pattern are dynamically, randomly changed with the transmission time [7, 8, 38, 42].

We do have experiences that the radio signal is stronger in certain direction than other ones. The data suggest that human perception is not able to distinguish the difference in micro- or millisecond range as that detected by the equipment [7, 8]. In addition, sequential collisions can occur after initial collision of primary signal beam to photons in fast fading transmission (see Figure 4 and Figure 5b). The evidence to support it is the detection of signals in multiple directions as well. The antenna can receive signal from primary signal beam or secondary, even third sequential collision signals. The best signal direction for an antenna reflects the maximal signal photon collisions with the antenna in unit time and unit area (see Figure 6). The radio signal itself has no way to gain its power in space [38]. Both slow and fast fading is due to the signal fading along its distance [38]. TWDP to explain frequency shift in fast and slow fading postulation has no basis without “wave” support. So Collision Mechanism in this report is the only right answer.

The evidence of photon-photon Collision in space, but not due to ray like scattering event, no electron transition theory, and no Special Relativity: Figure 5a demonstrates that laser beam can emit light by itself, but not from source or due to scattering, and overturns the fast fading hypothesis [38]. The laser source from place a and receiving at d are all green color. The human observation of green color laser beam from green arrow points is not the case of “a line of sight signal between the laser source and eyes” (fits into fast fading observation). It does not require the scattering environment as fast fading postulation, indicating that photon transmission caught by human eyes is different from laser beam itself in completely different direction in space. There are two photon transmission patterns. One is laser beam and too strong to make direct human eye contact. Another is spare light and weak enough for human eye to see the laser beam, indicating less dense photon group in spare light transmission than laser beam itself. The phenomena are similar to the observation of fast and slow fading in radio signal transmission (Figure 4) [38]. In the presence of free photon, significant portions of photons in laser beam sharply change transmission direction without any other physical factors in space, indicating that the only possible solution is the collision of photons from laser beam with free ones in space. That is photon-photon collision in Collision Mechanism. In addition, the sequential collision (labeled blue letter b) can occur equivalently as the initial one (labeled in blue letter a in Figure 5b). The evidence is observers of the laser beam able to see the beam from different directions. So the ray like pattern in fast fading as report by Dong et al is impossible [7]. The spare light from laser beam is similar to soft light for our eyes to read and study in classrooms.

Figure 5a indicates many photons in a group during the transmission (Figure 5b) because laser beam would have disappeared after the collision in transmission if there had been
only a photon in each photon wave. It suggests that single photon emission in electron transition theory of Quantum is impossible for radio signal emission. The large scales of electron movement are only triggered by electromagnetic potential in circuits without the requirement of light source as the postulation of electron transition theory. So the source of photon due to orbital change of electron movement in the hypothesis of electron transition is excluded.

There are no two identical points with an identical radio signal intensity and frequency in its transmission pathway from radio signal transmission data (Figure 4) [7, 8, 22, 38]. So it is a wrong imaginary conclusion that “The speed of light in a vacuum is the same for all observers, regardless of the motion of the light source” in Special Relativity by Einstein [1, 2]. Accordingly there is no meaningful agreement of the transmission speed or the transmission time in Quantum or Special Relativity. The dynamic continuous frequency shifts of radio signal are contradictory to the explanation of single frequency shift in Special Relativity [1, 2, 7, 8]. In Figure 5a, your eyeballs capture fast fading transmission while the real light beam transmission is slow fading. Fast fading at point O-1 is also different from that at point O-2 according to the fast fading data of radio signals [Figure 5a] [7, 8]. In addition, it is not applicable that “laws by which the states of physical systems undergo change are not affected” in the Principle of Relativity because of the failure to find a consistent frequency shift (constant transmission speed) in radio signal data [7, 8]. Therefore Special Relativity does not exist as what Einstein expects.

The deceleration of photon transmission due to the presence of photon-photon collision: Fast continuous radio frequency shifts can be easily observed in fast fading [7, 8]. In slow fading, dynamic changes of transmission paths only allow to catch shortly original radio signal ray [22]. The radio signal in line-of-sight situation can be received in either fast or slow fading (see Figure 4 and Figure 5a), resulting in frequency deviation back and forth in “line of sight” signal measurement or “line of sight” signal loss in free space [21, 34, 42].

The fast and slow fading indicates the differences of collided photons remain in signal rays. Thus energies of radio signal rays in slow fading on the earth are consumed by more fast fading (like spare light in Figure 5a) and less slow one in deceleration process, resulting in frequency shift. At the end of radio signal transmission in slow fading, only decayed fast fading signals and little slow fading were detected [42].

The slow continuous frequency shifts are observed by radar in long distance range [22]. In contrast to the signal in circuit, the shapes of two adjacent frequency shift peaks with the same transmission path are not the same as each other in addition to the continuous frequency shift (Figure 4, b in reference 22) [22], indicating that the positions of photons in photon groups dynamically change along its transmission path. The presence of collisions leading to fast fading is demonstrated in Figure 5a, but it is not sufficient enough to explain the frequency shift in slow fading. The total energy of photon group is reduced after some of photons in groups are knocked out to become fast fading transmission. However the frequency shift data indicate portions of random photon-photon collisions remain in photon transmission groups to disperse the energy [22], leading to frequency shifts and the deceleration of slow fading transmission (Figure 5c).

Is there any other possibility for the frequency shifts in slow fading (Figure 5c)? Particles (electron or atom) bigger than photon will be discussed in later section. The argument for the presence of smaller particles than photons to provide resistance and deceleration for photon transmission is negative because fast and slow fading data in radio signal transmission indicate the presence of two different decelerations [7, 8, 22, 38, 40]. Two decelerations are against the postulation of one deceleration media due to the resistance from smaller particles than photon. In addition, Collision Mechanism is the focus of this report. The negative argument is beyond the scope of this report.

The sunlight is only well-known factor that has major impact on photon density. Interference of sunlight on radio signals does not require frequencies close to one another. There were different radio frequency shift patterns between the sunset and night in slow fading process, indicating that the photons from sunlight disturb the transmission of radio signal, and suggesting the deceleration due to the presence of photon-photon interactions [22]. There is no evidence that ion particles in air can effect photon transmission (see interactions of photons with electrons in later section) [22]. It is an additional evidence to support that photons remains in photon transmission groups after collision in Figure 5c.

The presence of the collision between electron and photons: The electron transition theory in quantum has no real data to support its presence as described in Introduction. The radio emission and reception are due to the collision of electron with photons. Because the antenna in radio signal emission is not magnetic metal materials and has no closed electric circuit, the antenna does not have any major measurable magnetic field. The radio signal reception from capacitor is due to internal local electromagnetic field (EMF) changes in the antenna (Figure 6). The radio frequency in the air is similar to that in electric circuit, indicating that it is due to photon-driving-force-dependent electron movements, leading to EMF changes in antenna, thus Photon-Collision-Mediated Electron Movement (PCMEM) is suggested (Figure 6). The metal shield of point B in Figure 6
demonstrates that the exposure to the radio signal in the air is not required for signal transmission, but radio signals (electric current change at capacitor) indicate the presence of localized EMF changes in antenna. The requirement for metal materials of the antenna to receive radio signal and retrievable radio signals at any point (e.g., A, B, etc. in Figure 6) of antenna suggest that the local EMF changes can spread out through the alteration of local free electron movements in different directions because of the lack of major measurable magnetic field. Multiple radio frequencies can be received simultaneously in an antenna (e.g., FM/AM radio), indicating presence of multiple local EMF changes simultaneously. For radio signal emission, the transmission process is Electron-Mediated-Photon Movement (EMPM) and opposite process for the receiving one. The local EMF of antenna drives the movement of electrons in metal. Therefore photon transmission paths in the space can be dynamically changed with the changes of local EMF as the observation of signal randomly, repeatedly up and down along the transmission course of the slow fading track (Figure 4). [38]. Accordingly it is evidence that photon transmission shapes are dynamically changed with the transmission times. In addition, radio signal transmissions are in groups of photons (Figure 5), suggesting that each electron kicks out many photons each time at signal emission. In this report, the best circuit to receive or emit radio signals is not the goal for the purpose.

B is connected with a capacitor to the devices with/without the metal shield in the shade area. In metal materials, the free electron movement is according to its EMF, Signal transmission by capacitor is relied on EMF change in the surrounding area of point B.

In case of both radio emission and reception, the electronic oscillator (an electronic component) provides precise frequency of radio signal for transmitter and receiver [55]. The radio signal is amplified by different kinds of transistors to achieve different emission powers. It is not related to the postulation electron transition of atoms in antenna. The electron transition theory in quantum is contradictory to the radio technology. Thus collision of electron with photons is the only mechanism to explain electron-photon related transmission.

The radio signal emission or reception is not due to the vibration of nuclei: The spaces between any positively charged nuclei and its surrounding area have electromagnetic fields. It provides the basis for the electron movement at certain frequency (Figure 6). That is Atom-Electron-Association Environment (AEE). A temperature change of a substance or chemical reactions can be detectable when AEE distortions are significant enough for substances. Thermal expansion and contraction of a substance (volume changes) is the solid evidence of the disruption of original AEE. Under the new AEE, the distance change between nuclei leads to the electron moving frequency changes or the alteration of electron moving frequency results in the distance adjustment between the nuclei in solid substances.

The vibrations of atoms are usually less than $10^{13}-10^{14}$ Hz in invisible frequency regions [32, 33]. In addition, the molecule of a fluorescence compound has vibration frequency at $3.3 \times 10^{12}$, which is different from the visible light emission of fluorescence compound [32]. Therefore atom vibrations frequencies do not contribute light or radio signal emission or reception. The frequencies of radio Emission or reception at antenna are not subject to the temperature changes, suggesting that vibration rates of metal atoms due to temperature changes is not the factor of radio frequency changes. It is impossible to send out radio signals through nuclei vibrations.

**Results**

In conclusions from above Method section, photons have density; there are two kinds of collisions; one is through electron-photon collision, another due to photon-photon collision. A periodic movement of an electron can hit many photons in each collision to form a photon transmission in consecutive dense photon groups, resulting in slow fading process or laser beam itself (the requirement of the line of sight signal in slow fading theory). In contrast, photon-photon collisions only lead to events of two collided photon movements. Accordingly photon transmission is in widespread group pattern and a process of fast fading or spare light of laser beam. Figure 5 and the data of slow and fast fading confirm two kinds of collisions in Collision Mechanism [38]. Figure 5 indicates

---

**Figure 6 Legends. Radio Signal received in Antenna.** It is a well-known nature of antenna. There is no measurable EMF and no electric current flow due to absence of closed circuit on antenna. So the local EMF direction is in arbitrary direction as marked in blue arrow. The radio signal can be received at any point like A, B, C, D, and E in any kind of antenna shapes. Point
countless collisions leading to spare light, which is the best demonstration of “each periodic collision of an electron with many photons” because spare light does not deplete photons in laser beam (Figure 5).

The frequency shift in Figure 1 is due to the deceleration of photon transmission. Figure 5 and 6 prove the presence of two transmission patterns of laser beam due to collisions of photons from laser beam with free moving ones and electron with photons. Collision Mechanism is the reason of deceleration.

Figure 7 shows why there are two deceleration mechanisms separately for slow and fast fading transmission. The dense photon groups encounter relatively less collisions with free photons than ones with spread patterns.

Figure 8 Legend:
Collision Mechanism.
Upper portion: Low energy state photons are labeled in black dots and high one in other colors. The black lines between photons represent the photon transmission path. English letters are used for groups of photons in the same way as that they are used in Calculation Section. On upper left side, electron hits photons, and those photons then collide with low energy state photons. Photon-photon collisions leading to fast fading are not included here since collisions of photons in fast fading or spare light do not contribute to the deceleration process of slow fading transmission.

Bottom portion: the two boxes symbolically show the difference of non-linear light and laser beam in transmission path. That is why laser beam shoots longer distance than non-linear light.

Accordingly moving particles with certain densities in the same space can randomly collide with one another. A free moving photon does not itself have any capability to accelerate since radio signal transmission is always fading. The photon transmission cannot alter its direction of movements in the space, but relies on outside force (Figure 5a). The collision of photons with others of equivalent or almost equivalent mass can lead to the dispersal of fast moving photons’ speed with low ones and result in two consequences. One is the change of photon transmission direction (fast fading of radio signal and spare light in Figure 5a); another is to remain in dense transmission groups to reduce transmission speed in slow fading as evidences of radio signal shape changes and radio frequency shift patterns in the presence/absence of sunlight.

Collisions of fast moving photons with molecules, atoms, or electrons result in the loss of the energy of photons in transmission direction (shield portion in Figure 5a). The changes of photon speed will be mathematically developed in Calculation. The basic requirement for Figure 8 and 9 has to be consistent with those observations of radio communication data and Figure 5 [21, 34, 42].

Collision of high speed photon with low one

Figure 9 Legend: The upper left is the consequence of the collision between photons with high and low energy state (Figure 5a and 5c) [22]. The photons being kicked out from the group cannot contribute the deceleration of slow fading transmission ray. The upper right is plotted according to Figure 5a. The letter a represent the collision of photons with primary signal beam; b, with fast fading photon groups, or sequential collision (according Figure 5a). For the bottom one, the fast fading is according to Figure 5 and frequency shift data [7, 8]. The intensity of slow fading are randomly up and down (Figure 4) [38], and frequencies shifts back and forth [42]. Therefore signal in moment 1 with high intensity is due to the collision of slow fading photon groups with antenna; signal in moment 2 with weak intensity is because only fast fading photon groups collide with antenna.

Calculations
Radio Wavelength Calculation: It is the same method to calculate wavelengths in frequency shifts for both slow and fast fading. On the right side of Figure 1, let \( d_1 = cd \) (distance between photon group c and d); \( d_2 = de \), \( d = ce \) (total distance); average speed \( V_{1av} \) between c and d and \( V_{2av} \); c and d. \( T_{1p} \) is the period between c and d; \( T_{2p} \) and \( e \). Because we know

\[
D_t = d_1 + d_2 = T_{1p} V_{1av} + T_{2p} V_{2av}
\]

\[
T_{1p} > T_{2p} \quad \text{--- \ frequency shift data}
\]

(The shift data are Figure 3 by Dorr in reference 8 or Figure 4 by Yau et.al. in reference 22. Frequencies \( f \) shift from low to high one; and period \( T \) from big to small one \( f = 1/T \)). Then we have:
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\[ D_{1t} < T_{1p}V_{12w} + T_{1p}V_{22v} \]
\[ D_{1t} < T_{1p}(V_{11w} + V_{22w}) \]
\[ \frac{1}{2}D_{1t} < T_{1p} \times \frac{1}{2}(V_{12w} + V_{22w}) \]

Since 1/2 \((V_{11w} + V_{22w})\) is the average speed from photon group c to e, \(d_1 = T_{1p} \times 1/2 (V_{11w} + V_{22w})\) and \(d_1 > 1/2 \) Dc. So it is proved that \(d_1 > d_2\) and the wavelength is reduced during the frequency shift process. Therefore the radio frequency pattern on the right side of Figure 1 is verified. Because of photon transmission in groups (Figure 5), it is conclusive result that the distance between two consecutive photon groups is gradually reduced along the transmission pathway (not illusion one in contrast to Special Relativity and Doppler Effect). By far, it is the most effective evaluation of the wavelength of the radio/light transmission.

**Einstein Equation for frequency and wavelength:** Since constant light speed \(C = 300k\) km/s of the laser beam is not correct by above demonstration and no effective physical basis, the result \((d_1 > d_2)\) calculated by Einstein’s equation wavelength \(\lambda = C / F\) (F is frequency) is not valid and contradictory to Special Relativity. The grating equation cannot give effective wavelength measurement (see introduction section). There is only one measurable factor, frequency, out of three in the equation. Therefore the wavelength for radio/non-linear light in literature calculated by the equation \(\lambda = C / F\) are not authentic [36]. In addition, the demonstration of \(d_1 > d_2\) in previous paragraph proves that there is no constant speed and wavelength in a light/radio transmission process, indicating a consistent result to coherence time change in radio signal (Figure 1). Therefore Einstein Equation is not meaningful to solve the speed-and-wavelength problem.

**The evaluation of gravity effect:** The reduced distance change between two consecutive photon groups is not due to gravity effect. The following evaluation can demonstrate it. It is well-known that the first, second, and third cosmic velocities are 7.9, 11.2 and 16.7 km/s respectively. The velocities give the essential speed requirements to escape the gravity of the earth and the sun. Let \(m = \) mass of a photon

The photon energy at third cosmic velocity:

\[ E_{\text{photon},3d\text{ cosmic \ V}} = \frac{1}{2}mV^2 = \frac{1}{2}m \cdot 16.7^2 = 140m \]

A photon average energy at speed = 300, 000 km/s [15].

\[ E_{\text{photon}} = \frac{1}{2}mV^2 = \frac{1}{2}m \cdot 300,000^2 = 4.5 \cdot 10^{10}m \]

Thus in the cases of light or radio speed directions parallel to the gravitational force, the percentage of the photon energy to overcome gravity is

\[ \frac{E_{\text{photon},3d\text{ cosmic \ V}}}{E_{\text{photon}}} = \frac{140m}{4.5 \cdot 10^{10}m} = 3.1 \cdot 10^{-9} \%
\]

The conclusion is too small amount of energy to contribute any effect due to the gravity in our solar system. However the majority of radio signals or laser beams are confined to the earth or the solar system, confirming previously described deceleration mechanism (not due to gravity) during photon transmission and supporting Collision Mechanism. Although the photon transmission course can be altered to very limited degree by gravity in solar eclipse (Figure 2) [11], the deceleration of photon transmission by gravity is negligible in our earth-solar system.

**Collision Mechanism Calculation:** According to the observation of propagation theory [35], the law of the conservation of energy, and based on the Collision Mechanism in Figure 8, let \(S = \) total original number of photons, \(k = \) the number of photon in S group were kicked out to become fast fading, \(s = S - k\) (the number of high-energy photons able to remain in the signal ray), \(t = \) the number of a low-energy state photons staying in signal ray after collision, and \(m = \) mass of a photon. Then we have the kinetic equation before and after photon collisions.

\[ \frac{1}{2}smV_1^2 = \frac{1}{2}(s+t)mV_2^2 \]
\[ sV_1^2 = (s+t)V_2^2 \]

So we have:

\[ V_1^2 = V_2^2 + \frac{s+t}{s} \]

Therefore

\[ V_1 = V_2\sqrt{1 + \frac{t}{s}} \]

**Equation 2 describes the speed relationship of photons before and after collision in the photon transmission course. The ratio of the collisions between the high speed photon and low one is the only determinant factor for the speed.**

From Equation 2, we can get Equation 3 as following:

\[ \frac{V_1}{V_2} = \sqrt{1 + \frac{t}{s}} \]

By using equation 3, we can compare the photons’ speeds in different media in order to confirm if Equation 2 is reasonable for speed relation between before and after collisions. In a vacuum space, there are no molecules or atoms. The high-speed photon collides with low-speed one and disperses its speed during its transmission, but total energy remains essentially unchanged. However photons that collide with molecules in a molecule-containing space (e.g. air, water) are considered as a loss of energy. Let \(x = \) the number of photons colliding with molecules. Equation 3 in comparison of that in vacuum becomes as following equations:

\[ \frac{V_1}{V_2} = \sqrt{1 + \frac{t}{s}} \quad \text{in vacuum} \]
\[ \frac{V_1}{V_{2x}} = \sqrt{1 + \frac{t}{s-x}} \quad \text{in water} \]
If \( x > 0, s - x < s \) then
\[
\sqrt{1 + \frac{t}{s - x}} > \sqrt{1 + \frac{t}{s}}
\]
since \( V_1 \) is identical (the same light source) in above two equations, \( V_2 > V_2x \). Therefore we proved that the speed of light in a vacuum space is faster than that in a molecule-contained space. Thus the result proves Equation 2 since it is well known that the light speed is faster in vacuum than that in water.

In case of two molecule-containing media (e.g. water and sucrose solution), \( x \) and \( y \), the above equation became as follows:
\[
\frac{V_1}{V_{2x}} = \sqrt{1 + \frac{t}{s - x}} \quad \text{in medium } x
\]
\[
\frac{V_1}{V_{2y}} = \sqrt{1 + \frac{t}{s - y}} \quad \text{in medium } y
\]
where \( x \) and \( y \) separately represented the number of photons colliding with molecules (lost energy and not contribute to the light transmission). Since the densities of molecules in the media \( x \) and \( y \) were different from one another, then
\[
\sqrt{1 + \frac{t}{s - x}} \neq \sqrt{1 + \frac{t}{s - y}} \quad \frac{V_1}{V_{2x}} \neq \frac{V_1}{V_{2y}}
\]
Because of the same light source \( V_1 \) for medium \( x \) and \( y \), \( V_{2x} \neq V_{2y} \). Therefore the light transmits at different speeds when the light entered the medium with different molecule density or with different molecules, e.g. air, water solution and sucrose solution. It is visible for human eye if the difference of \( V_{2x} - V_{2y} \) is big enough (see discussion section).

**Discussion**

The light transmission speeds in the media with different kinds of molecules were different from case to case, thus explaining our visual perception of many physical phenomena, e.g. the colorless crystal or ice in the colorless water, etc. The collisions of moving photons with molecules were not only dependent upon the molecules’ density, but also upon multiple other factors, e.g. the molecules’ size, moving speed, etc. The phenomena are strong evidences supporting Collision Mechanism.

**The frequency shift of radio signal and deacceleration are the nature of radio/light transmission**:

Collision Mechanism is supported from the coherence time changes of digital communication devices (Figure 1). The coherence time \( T_c \) is approximately inversely proportional to the maximum shifted frequency \( f_c \): \( T_c \approx 1 / f_c \). When the coherence time \( < \) symbol time period, the digital signals fade, suggesting bandwidth changes during the radio transmission regardless the presence of motion [37]. The electronic device can measure 60 Hz frequency shift [39]. The frequency shift is present in all the radio/light transmission (e.g. 802.11, radio or television) regardless the motion [41, 42, 43]. The frequency shifts in both slow and fast fading observation indicate the gradual decrease of the distance between two consecutive photon groups [7, 8, 22], and decisively overture the concept that “the speed of light is invariable”.

The detection of the frequency shift is usually the comparison of received signal frequency with original carrier frequency [39, 42]. The frequency shift and signal fading are related to a number of factors like the signal emission power, distance, weather, and so on [42, 22, 48, 49, 50]. The frequency shift is always observed between the transmitter and receiver [7, 8, 42, 51, 52, 53]. The distance of radio transmission depends on the radio emission power. The digital signal fading occurred in 20 meters for 802.11 while the other for 60 kilometer [22, 42]. The example of whether influence on radio transmission is that the photon transmission can penetrate the cloud or reflect from cloud. The intense of sunlight is stronger in clear days than cloudy ones (explanation by Collision Mechanism), but the multipath fading of radio transmission is seldom felt in intense rain (cloud reflection) from a result of a research team [42]. Therefore Collision Mechanism gives a perfect explanation for all different observations of frequency shift.

**The explanation of electron-photon interaction and nature physical phenomena support one another**: By Collision Mechanism, the disruptions of electron-flow mediated AEAE in the hot tungsten filament (thermal expansion) of a lamp changes electron-moving frequency to a visible light range (Figure 6), thus the collisions of electrons with surrounding photons lead light emission. The Thunderstorm is another similar case to lamp. The huge thunder proves that the events happen at the molecule level. The bigger distance between molecules in air than solid materials leads to huge thunder, but not thermal expansion. The ion beams (just like electric current) of lightning in a thunderstorm cause the electromagnetic field changes for the surrounding air molecules (AEAE disruption), leading to the electron vibration rate changes to a visible light frequency in those molecules and resulting in the lightning. The squiggly lines of lightning prove that multiple emission light sources are from surrounding air molecules, but not single light source in straight line as that of sunray. The ion beam itself does not have visible light frequency and is hazard if human has a contact with it. The 150 miles/hour wind is not able to cause any thunder or lighting because of no AEAE disruption. In the case of hydrogen tube for the development of electron transition postulation in quantum, the experimental conditions are merely a similar case to thunderstorm situation with a perfect explanation for the observation of the light spectrum of hydrogen gas tube, but not due to electron transition in Quantum [28, 29].

It is well-known that photon beams can drive the movement of electrons. In contrast to the electron transition theory in Quantum, all devices for the measurement of photon activity are achieved by bombarding electrons with photon ray in Collision Mechanism. The metal temperature changes under the sunlight
are a case of PCMEM (Figure 6). It is because photons from sunlight hit electrons and original AEAE is disrupted (see in Methods). The photon energy of man-made radio signals is weaker than that of the nature sunlight since the sunlight can increase metal temperature while radio signals has not observed, indicating the movements of electrons are strong enough to change EMF, leading to the distance change between nuclei (thermal expansion). Therefore any vibration of positive charged nuclei in antenna case is not due to photon collision, which further proves PCMEM in the antenna case (Figure 6). In addition, the electromagnetic field does not have any influence on the photon transmission course. There are more ionic particles in space under the sunlight than that in dark [22], indicating that electrons of atoms are knocked out by sunray in space. It is consistent with that the stronger the sunlight is; the higher metal temperature is. Accordingly the strength of radio signals depends on how large the scale and how high the velocity of photons are. Just like the wind, the number and the speed of air molecules in the flow of the wind determines whether the wind is strong enough to wave a flag.

**Conclusion**

There are two different kinds of collisions, electron-photon and photon-photon collision, present in photon transmission of Collision Mechanism. Collision interactions of photons with electrons prove the radio emission and receiving mechanism. The photon-photon collisions lead the deceleration during slow fading radio/light transmission. The continuous frequency shift pattern leads to the demonstration that the distance between two consecutive photon groups (not wave-like pattern) is gradually reduced along its transmission pathway, thus the deceleration of radio/light transmission is present. It is against the single frequency shift model of Doppler Effect. The intensity of radio signals are randomly up and down and radio frequencies are back-and-forth shift along its transmission paths in slow fading observation, suggesting that the radio transmission are dynamically changed in irregular pattern, which is consistent with the free electron movements in antenna. As the result, the collisions of electron and photon lead to signal emission and reception. The dense photon group transmission of radio signal capsizes electron transition in quantum. The mathematical evaluation provides the relationship between photon speed before and after collision and is confirmed by the well-known light speed changes in different media.
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